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Abstract
We evaluate several published techniques to detect multiple outliers in linear regression using an
extensive Monte Carlo simulation. These procedures include both direct methods from algorithms and
indirect methods from robust regression estimators. We evaluate the impact of outlier density and geometry, regressor variable dimension, and outlying distance in both leverage and residual on detection
capability and false alarm (swamping) probability. The simulation scenarios focus on outlier con3gurations likely to be encountered in practice and use a designed experiment approach. The results for
each scenario provide insight and limitations to performance for each technique. Finally, we summarize
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each procedure’s performance and make recommendations. 
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1. Introduction
There has been considerable interest in recent years in the detection and accommodation of multiple outliers in statistical modeling. This paper uses Monte
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Carlo simulation to evaluate numerous recently published outlier techniques in the
linear regression model. Kianifard and Swallow (1990) report a similar smaller
study using a few earlier techniques. Other comparative analyses typically appear
in journal articles where authors propose a new methodology; however, these studies
are often limited in scope and breadth of techniques. Our approach tests the latest and most respected representative multiple outlier detection procedures across a
number of realistic and challenging regression scenarios.
In general, Barnett and Lewis (1994) de3ne outliers as observations that appear
inconsistent with the remainder of the data set. For this paper, we wish to identify
outliers in linear regression modeling. Speci3cally, we are concerned with observations that diEer from the regression plane de3ned by the bulk of the data. It is
important to identify these types of outliers in regression modeling because the observations, when undetected, can lead to erroneous parameter estimates and inferences
from the model. Additionally, these outliers may be of interest themselves to provide
insight into process behavior at certain operating conditions.
If there is only a single or a few outliers, many standard least-squares regression
diagnostic quantities and plots will reliably identify these observations. These diagnostics have been shown to fail in the presence of multiple outliers, particularly if
the observations are clustered in an outlying cloud. The measures may either fail to
identify the outliers (masking), identify the clean observations as outliers (swamping), or could both mask and swamp observations. To overcome the limitations of
the standard least-squares diagnostics, numerous multiple outlier detection techniques
have been proposed to identify the outlying subset of observations.
The outlying observations can be remote in the levels of the regressor or explanatory variables (exterior X-space observations). These are considered high-leverage
points because they are inGuential and pull the regression plane toward them. We
refer to cases that are not unusual in X-space as interior X-space observations. Further classi3cation of outliers is possible with respect to the regression model. If
the observations do not follow the regression surface from the bulk of the data,
then these cases are known as regression outliers. We are concerned with two main
outlier con3gurations likely to be encountered in practice: (1) observations that are
interior X-space regression outliers and (2) observations that are exterior X-space
regression outliers. It turns out that some multiple outlier detection procedures work
well because the outliers’ response values are distant from the range of the clean
cases’ responses. An example data set would be where the clean response values
range between 50 to 100 and the outliers’ response values range between 800 to
1000. We consider testing in scenarios that have interior and exterior regression outliers where the outliers’ response values are unusual and also in scenarios where
they are not unusual with respect to the clean response values. A third important
outlier scenario occurs when the observations are remote in X-space but the response
values are in-line with the regression surface. We limit the scope of this paper by
not including these high-leverage “good outliers”.
Section 2 brieGy describes the multiple outlier detection procedures used in this
comparative study. Detailed summaries of many of these and other multiple outlier
detection procedures can be found in Hadi and SimonoE (1993), Barnett and Lewis

